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Outline

• The challenge of galaxy formation / evolution

• Massive galaxies at z~2-3 (cosmic noon)

• The circum-galactic medium around massive galaxies
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Galaxies
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Galaxies form at the centers of DM halos
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Figure 2. Illustration of the gas-regulated model, in which the SFR is regulated by the mass of gas in a reservoir within the galaxy. Gas flows in to the halo, some
fraction fgal of which also flows into the galaxy system at a rate ! and adds to the gas reservoir. Stars continuously form out of the reservoir at a rate that is assumed
to be proportional to the mass of gas, characterized by a star formation efficiency ! or gas consumption timescale " gas. A fraction of the stellar mass is immediately
returned to the reservoir, along with newly produced metals. Finally, some gas may be expelled from the system, and possibly from the halo, by a wind " that is
assumed to be proportional to the SFR. The mass of gas in the reservoir is free to vary and this regulates the star formation. The picture on the right shows, in schematic
form, the net flows through the system. The division of the incoming flow ! into three streams is determined by !, #, and the sSFR, which are assumed to vary on
timescales that are longer than the time the gas spends in the system. The duration that the gas is in the system is given by the gas consumption timescale " gas.

increases. Adopting $ = 1 is a simple case that we adopt for
heuristic purposes.

We define the mass loss " from the system, which we assume
increases (in a given system) linearly with the SFR, in terms of
a mass-loading factor #, so that

" = # · SFR. (8)

Again, # may well vary with the mass of the galaxy (and/or
epoch) due to the depth of the potential well, or other factors.
Note that the gas-to-stars ratio µ in the steady-state regulator
system depends only on the sSFR and on the star formation
efficiency !, through Equation (7), and not on the level of mass
loss from the system. Again, the linearity of " with respect
to the SFR in a particular galaxy is a simplifying, heuristic,
assumption. We will see that the outflow acts as a kind of
inefficiency in the system, and its exact form will not alter the
qualitative features of the model.

The simplest possible case would be one in which the ! and #
of a given regulator system are both constant. We will refer to this
as an “ideal” regulator. In practice, we expect that ! and # will
both depend on galactic mass, and possibly on epoch, and that
these parameters will change for a given galaxy as it increases
in mass, even if at fixed mass these parameters are constant
with epoch. However, provided that changes to the operation
of the regulator are slow compared with the gas consumption
timescale " gas, the ideal case is a good basis for considering
these more realistic situations the outcome is perturbed (see
Sections 4 and 5).

The action of the basic (Equation (4)) is to regulate the SFR
in a galaxy via the amount of gas present. Variations in the infall
rate, over time or from galaxy to galaxy (or, equally well, varia-
tions in the star formation efficiency or wind mass-loading) will
quickly lead to changes in the gas reservoir, consequent adjust-
ment of the SFR, and thus regulation of the star formation rate.

Two simple diagrammatic representations of the gas-
regulated model are shown in Figure 2. The one on the left

is more pictorially realistic, while the one on the right shows a
more schematic representation of the flows through the system.
Gas flows into this reservoir from the outside, at a rate given by
!. In a given interval of time, some of the gas in the reservoir
forms stars, and a fraction (1!R) steadily builds up a population
of long-lived stars. Star formation may drive a wind " out of
the galaxy, either back into the halo, or beyond (we will not be
concerned with this distinction). The mass of gas in the reservoir
of the system, mgas, is free to increase or decrease with time and
it is this change which gives the regulator its ability to regulate
the SFR of the galaxy. Changes in mgas must be associated with
a net flow into or out of the reservoir. We will not consider the
gas in the wider halo except to define the instantaneous inflow
! of gas into the galaxy to be some fraction fgal of the instan-
taneous inflow of baryons into the halo. The gas flowing into
the galaxy system from the surrounding halo may have some
prior chemical abundance Z0, and the gas flowing back out is
assumed to have a composition representative of the reservoir.
No attempt will be made to follow possible mixing of these two
flows in the surrounding halo environment.

Strict mass conservation, plus our definition of ! in terms of
the increase in halo mass and fgal, enables us to write

! = (1 ! R + #) · SFR +
dmgas

dt
. (9)

In Davé et al.’s (2012) recent treatment, the dmgas/dt term in
Equation (9) is set to zero, since these authors assumed that the
gas reservoir has a fixed mass. Changes in mgas are a fundamental
part of the self-regulation of the galaxy in our model. Our gas-
regulator model will have a stable (or slowly evolving) gas ratio
µ if the sSFR is more or less constant. We will see below that
the gas reservoir can actually be the dominant endpoint for
incoming baryons at z " 2 in galaxies of intermediate masses.
More importantly, we shall also see that it is the inclusion of this
variable reservoir term that leads to the implicit dependence of
gas metallicity on the SFR, which is otherwise not present.
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Galaxies are “eco”systems

Inflow of gas:
• from cosmic web
• cooling out of hot gas halo
• feeds SF in central galaxy

Outflow of gas:
• powered by star formation or AGN

Transformation of gas:
• Star formation
• Chemical conversion

Feedback from stars (and AGN):
• energetic, momentum, mass
• enrichment
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Physical processes

gas cooling, star formation, radiative transfer, chemical reactions, ...

Gravity

Fluid dynamics

Magnetic fields

Cosmic Rays

Black hole feedback

Stellar Feedback
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Modeling Challenges

Dynamical Range problem

10,000,000 parsec

cosmic web
10,000 parsec

galaxies10 parsec

molecular clouds

Coupling of Scales problem
• large scales provide boundary conditions for small 

scales
• feedback from small scales affects large scales

• tides from large scale cosmology: ≥ 107 pc
• star formation: ≤ pc scale

Spatial Scales:

• age of the Universe: ~ 1010 years
• dynamical time of galaxies, physics of star 

formation: ~ 105-6 years

Time Scales:
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Cosmic Noon

Today

First Galaxies

Cosmic noon: z~2-3

A main target of current and future observational missions 
and theoretical model efforts

• Progenitors of today’s galaxies appear, 
settled shapes (disks, ellipticals etc)

• Epoch of where most stars in 
today’s galaxies were formed

• first massive groups and clusters form

• galaxies with extreme properties
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A high stellar velocity dispersion for a compact
massive galaxy at redshift z 5 2.186
Pieter G. van Dokkum1, Mariska Kriek2 & Marijn Franx3

Recent studies have found that the oldest and most luminous
galaxies in the early Universe are surprisingly compact1–7, having
stellar masses similar to present-day elliptical galaxies but much
smaller sizes. This finding has attracted considerable attention8–13,
as it suggests that massive galaxies have grown in size by a factor of
about five over the past ten billion years (10 Gyr). A key test of
these results is a determination of the stellar kinematics of one of
the compact galaxies: if the sizes of these objects are as extreme as
has been claimed, their stars are expected to have much higher
velocities than those in present-day galaxies of the same mass.
Here we report a measurement of the stellar velocity dispersion
of a massive compact galaxy at redshift z 5 2.186, corresponding to

a look-back time of 10.7 Gyr. The velocity dispersion is very high at
510z165

{95 km s21, consistent with the mass and compactness of the
galaxy inferred from photometric data. This would indicate
significant recent structural and dynamical evolution of massive
galaxies over the past 10 Gyr. The uncertainty in the dispersion
was determined from simulations that include the effects of
noise and template mismatch. However, we cannot exclude the
possibility that some subtle systematic effect may have influenced
the analysis, given the low signal-to-noise ratio of our spectrum.

We observed the galaxy, dubbed 1255–0, with the Gemini Near-
Infrared Spectrograph (GNIRS) on the Gemini South telescope for a
total of 29 h. The de-redshifted spectrum is shown in Fig. 1a. A

1Astronomy Department, Yale University, 260 Whitney Avenue, New Haven, Connecticut 06511, USA. 2Department of Astrophysical Sciences, Princeton University, Princeton, New
Jersey 08544, USA. 3Leiden Observatory, Leiden University, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands.
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Figure 1 | Spectrum and HST images of 1255–0 at z 5 2.186. a, Spectrum
that was used to measure the velocity dispersion. Light grey shows the
spectrum at a resolution of 5 Å (,100 km s21), which was used for the actual
measurement. A smoothed version of the same data (using a 25-Å boxcar
filter) is shown in black. Regions around detected emission lines are shown
in orange and were excluded from the fits. The most prominent absorption
lines are Hb at wavelength 4,861 Å and Mg at 5,172 Å. The best-fitting stellar
population synthesis model14, smoothed to the best-fitting velocity
dispersion, is shown in red. Inset, results of Monte Carlo simulations to
determine the uncertainty in the best-fitting velocity dispersion. The curves
show how often a dispersion of 510 km s21 is measured given the true
dispersion and noise. The two curves are for two different methods of

simulating noise: shuffling the residuals of the fit in the wavelength direction
(blue curve), and extracting ‘empty’ one-dimensional spectra from the two-
dimensional spectrum (red curve). b–d, The HST NICMOS2 image of the
galaxy in the H160 filter (b), the best-fitting model of the galaxy (c; the
effective radius is indicated in red), and the residual obtained by subtracting
the model from the data (d). The galaxy is a single, very compact object with
an effective radius of 0.78 kpc. Its coordinates are right ascension a 5 12 h
54 min 59.6 s, declination d 5 101u 119 300 (J2000), its K band observed
magnitude is 19.26 (Vega) and its R band observed magnitude is 24.98
(Vega)16. Alternative names that have been used for this object are 1256-151
(ref. 15) and 1256-0 (refs 3, 16).

Vol 460 | 6 August 2009 | doi:10.1038/nature08220
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~3 Gyr

van Dokkum et al. 2009

Quiescent  galaxies

• often very compact (≲ kpc)
• low star formation, little dust

• massive (≳ our own Galaxy)
• almost all massive galaxies in 

today’s Universe are quiescent

Massive Galaxies at z~2-3
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Starbursting galaxies 

• luminous in sub-mm
up to 10,000,000,000,000 x the Sun

• form stars at rates ~1000 times 
that of our Galaxy, very dusty

• massive (≳ our own Galaxy)
• few examples in today’s Universe: 

all major galaxy mergers

The ISM of two interacting distant starbursts at high resolution 3

Fig. 2.— Upper : ALMA 870µm continuum map of SGP38326.
The three detected SMGs are indicated. The grey contours rep-
resent the integrated 12CO(5–4) emission. This line is clearly de-
tected in both SMG1 and SMG2, but there is no 12CO(5–4) de-
tection in SMG3. The beam sizes of the 12CO(5–4) (grey ellipse,
1.1!! ! 1.0!!) and dust continuum (white ellipse, 0.16!! ! 0.12!!) ob-
servations are shown, and clearly highlight the impressive increase
in spatial resolution. Bottom: Velocity map of SMG1 derived from
the 12CO(5–4) emission using moment masking (Dame 2011). It
can be seen that, despite the lack of spatial resolution, the 12CO(5–
4) observations already indicate that SMG1 presents a disk-like
rotation. In both panels, north is up and east is left.

28.6 ± 5.8mJy, S500µm = 46.2 ± 6.8mJy. SGP38326
was subsequently observed with SCUBA-2 at 870 µm
(S870µm = 32.5 ± 4.1mJy) and, by fitting a set of FIR
templates to its SPIRE and SCUBA-2 flux densities, we
determined a best-fit photometric redshift zphot ! 4.5.
The ALMA spectral scan in the 3mm window con-

firmed its redshift to be z = 4.425 ± 0.001 via de-
tection of the 12CO(4–3) and 12CO(5–4) emission lines
(Fig. 1). The total IR luminosity of SGP38326, ob-
tained from an SED fit to the Herschel and SCUBA-
2 flux densities, is LIR/L! ! 2.5 " 1013, implying
a staggering IR-derived SFR ! 4300M! yr"1, among
the strongest starbursts so far found in the early Uni-
verse (see Table 1). The CO emission lines are ex-
tremely wide, FWHM12CO(4"3) = 1081± 91 km s"1 and
FWHM12CO(5"4) = 1278± 84 km s"1, from gaussian fits.
This is compatible with SGP38326 being a system of

Fig. 3.— Morphology and spatial extent of the gas and dust
in our two distant interacting starbursts. In the top panel, the
background image is the integrated [CII] emission created by using
moment masking (Dame 2011), while grey contours represent dust
emission at rest-frame 160µm. Contours are plotted from 3! to
7! in steps of 2! and from 10! to 25! in steps of 5!, where ! =
0.11mJy beam"1. The two interacting galaxies are separated by a
physical distance of " 10 kpc. The beam size is also included. It
can be seen that the dust continuum is smooth at the resolution of
these data. However, the gas reservoir (as traced by [CII] emission)
has an irregular morphology and is extended over larger physical
scales. In this panel, north is up and east is left. The bottom
panels shows the radial profiles (normalized units) of dust and gas
along the [CII] major and minor axes of each starburst. It can be
seen that the profiles are significantly di!erent, with [CII] emission
being more extended than dust, especially in SMG1.

at least two starbursts in the process of interaction,
as already seen in extreme starbursts at lower redshifts
with similarly wide CO lines (Fu et al. 2013; Ivison et al.
2013). In fact, the 12CO(5–4) observations resolved
SGP38326 into two interacting components, SMG1 and
SMG2 (see Figure 2). The 12CO(5–4) emission in SMG1
presents an elongated extention towards the south. This
can be interpreted as a faint and relatively dust poor CO
emitter interacting with SMG1 and SMG2, a CO bridge
connecting the two interacting components (see also later
in the text), or an outflow. The depth and resolution of
the data are insu!cient to fully discriminate between
the possible scenarios. As discussed later, the [CII] ve-

Oteo et al. 2016

~1.4 Gyr

1’’

ALMA: 870μm + CO
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50 C.M. Casey et al. / Physics Reports 541 (2014) 45–161

Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
by Hopkins et al. (2005a,b, 2006), Kim et al. (2009), Younger et al. (2009a), Teyssier et al. (2010), Hayward et al. (2013c) and
others.

While this merger-driven picture of local infrared galaxies seems quite elegant and meaningful, particularly to the
formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies in the Universe, local infrared galaxies are very rare relative to ‘normal’
Milky Way type galaxies and are not thought to contribute substantially to the z = 0 cosmic star formation rate density. If
high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
at early times? Or could they be dominated by a different physical evolutionary sequence not yet known? As the wealth
of information on high-z infrared galaxies mounts, we are inching closer to answers, but it is critical to recognize that our
current high-z studies would be lost without the large body of fundamental work done on local (U)LIRG samples in the
decades leading up to the submillimeter galaxy (SMG) era.

isolated disk galaxies

A
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
by Hopkins et al. (2005a,b, 2006), Kim et al. (2009), Younger et al. (2009a), Teyssier et al. (2010), Hayward et al. (2013c) and
others.

While this merger-driven picture of local infrared galaxies seems quite elegant and meaningful, particularly to the
formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies in the Universe, local infrared galaxies are very rare relative to ‘normal’
Milky Way type galaxies and are not thought to contribute substantially to the z = 0 cosmic star formation rate density. If
high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
at early times? Or could they be dominated by a different physical evolutionary sequence not yet known? As the wealth
of information on high-z infrared galaxies mounts, we are inching closer to answers, but it is critical to recognize that our
current high-z studies would be lost without the large body of fundamental work done on local (U)LIRG samples in the
decades leading up to the submillimeter galaxy (SMG) era.

interacting galaxies
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
by Hopkins et al. (2005a,b, 2006), Kim et al. (2009), Younger et al. (2009a), Teyssier et al. (2010), Hayward et al. (2013c) and
others.

While this merger-driven picture of local infrared galaxies seems quite elegant and meaningful, particularly to the
formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies in the Universe, local infrared galaxies are very rare relative to ‘normal’
Milky Way type galaxies and are not thought to contribute substantially to the z = 0 cosmic star formation rate density. If
high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
at early times? Or could they be dominated by a different physical evolutionary sequence not yet known? As the wealth
of information on high-z infrared galaxies mounts, we are inching closer to answers, but it is critical to recognize that our
current high-z studies would be lost without the large body of fundamental work done on local (U)LIRG samples in the
decades leading up to the submillimeter galaxy (SMG) era.
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
by Hopkins et al. (2005a,b, 2006), Kim et al. (2009), Younger et al. (2009a), Teyssier et al. (2010), Hayward et al. (2013c) and
others.

While this merger-driven picture of local infrared galaxies seems quite elegant and meaningful, particularly to the
formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies in the Universe, local infrared galaxies are very rare relative to ‘normal’
Milky Way type galaxies and are not thought to contribute substantially to the z = 0 cosmic star formation rate density. If
high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
at early times? Or could they be dominated by a different physical evolutionary sequence not yet known? As the wealth
of information on high-z infrared galaxies mounts, we are inching closer to answers, but it is critical to recognize that our
current high-z studies would be lost without the large body of fundamental work done on local (U)LIRG samples in the
decades leading up to the submillimeter galaxy (SMG) era.
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
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high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
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high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
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• explains/links origin of starbursting and quiescent galaxies
• evidence for AGN driven outflows (e.g., Nesvadba+08, Genzel+14, Carniani+16)

• many galaxies at high z show disturbed morphologies, mergers
• may explain correlation between central density and quiescence

Success of this picture

Challenges
• fails to reproduce observed number density of starbursting galaxies

• short duty cycle of star bursts
• rate of major mergers between galaxies is too low
• mergers do not produce enough sub-mm flux efficiently

• Unclear whether super-massive black hole regulate/stop star formation

Major merger based paradigm
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Feedback In Realistic Environments

F RE
Massive

Overview

• new generation (pressure-entropy) SPH
• incl. entropy diff. & improved art. viscosity 
• adaptive gravitational softening
• momentum + energetic FB from SNe & stellar 

winds, radiation pressure, metal+mol. cooling
• SF based on H2, 100% efficiency per tff

based on P-SPH / FIRE 
(Hopkins+2014)

• 18 zoom-in regions in a (144 Mpc)3 box 
• main halos ~ 3×1012 M� – 3×1013 M�
• down to z=2
• mSPH ~ 3×104 M�
• minimal gravitational softening for gas, 

stars ~10 pc
• ~1 billion SPH particles

Specs

• Sample of ~40 simulated massive galaxies at z~2 
with resolved internal structure

• cosmological, zoom-in simulations
• halo masses: 3×1012 - 3×1013 M☉

RF et al. 2016 MNRAS
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Physical model contains no ad hoc 
parameters

• no energy / momentum injection from 
supermassive black holes

• star formation not tuned to empirical scaling relations
• stellar feedback physically modeled (no “recipes”): 

radiation pressure, stellar winds, supernovae

• Sophisticated modeling of star formation and stellar feedback (FIRE)
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• Variety of halo growth histories

• State-of-the-art hydrodynamical solver 
(next generation SPH, GIZMO)

• Outstanding numerical resolution 
(~10 parsecs, 104 solar masses)
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• properties of galaxies in today’s Universe, e.g., relations between 
star formation rate, gas content, heavy element content 
(e.g. Hopkins et al. 2014, Ma et al. 2016)

• properties of outflows driven by stellar energy/momentum injection 
(Muratov et al. 2015)

• Variability of the star formation rate in galaxies (Sparre, Hayward, RF et al. 2016)

• Emission lines from gas in halos at t~1.5-3 Gyr (Sravan, ..., RF et al. 2016)

• covering fractions of neutral hydrogen in massive halos 
(Faucher-Giguère, RF, et al. 2016)

• Soft X-ray emission, Sunyaev-Zel’dovich signal 
(van de Voort, Quataert, RF et al. subm.)

• presence/origin of large star forming clumps in massive, young 
galaxies (Oklopčić, Hopkins, RF, et al. subm.)

•  ...

Validation of the physical model
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where !T is the Thomson cross-section, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, ne is the electron number
density, me is the electron mass, and c is the speed of light.

Specifically, for each gas particle, we calculate

! = !TkBT/(mec
2)!mgas/(µemH), (2)

where mgas is the mass of the particle, µe is its mean molec-
ular weight per free electron, and mH is the mass of a hydro-
gen atom. ! has units of area. To calculate Y500c, the total
Comptonization parameter within radius R500c, we sum !
of all gas particles within R500c on the sky, Y500c, including
all particles within the simulation’s zoom-in region along the
line-of-sight (in order to improve comparison with observa-
tions). This is then converted to

!Y500c = Y500cE
2/3(z)(DA(z)/500Mpc)2, (3)

scaled to z = 0 and to the same angular diameter distance,
DA, of 500 Mpc. E(z) is the Hubble parameter normalized
by H0, the z = 0 Hubble parameter.

2.2 Soft X-ray emission

We compute ", the cooling function in units of erg cm3 s!1,
by interpolating a pre-computed table generated using the
Astrophysical Plasma Emission Code3 (APEC, v1.3.1, see
Smith et al. 2001) under the assumption that the gas is an
optically thin plasma in collisional ionization equilibrium.
APEC cooling rates are computed for each element indi-
vidually as a function of photon energy on an element-by-
element basis. The total cooling rate is calculated by sum-
ming over the 11 most important elements for cooling (hy-
drogen, helium, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, neon, magnesium,
silicon, sulphur, calcium and iron) which are tracked during
the simulation. APEC assumes the solar abundance ratios
of Anders & Grevesse (1989), but we modified the spectra
to reflect the actual simulated abundances.

" is derived from the tables as a function of log10T
through log-linear interpolation and is integrated over the
energy band of interest, in this paper 0.5 " 2.0 keV. The
contribution of element j to a gas particle’s luminosity is
then

LX = "(T )nenH
mgas

"
Xj

X"
j

, (4)

where " is the particle’s density, Xj is the mass fraction of
the element and X"

j is the solar mass fraction of the same

element. The soft X-ray emission from gas below 106 K is
negligible.

The simulations do not contain stellar point sources,
such as X-ray binaries, and therefore all X-ray emission is
di#use emission. It should be noted that the APEC cooling
tables, which assume pure collisional ionization equilibrium,
neglect the extragalactic UV/X-ray background. However,
the e#ect of photo-heating on the derived X-ray properties
is small in the regime we explore here (Wiersma et al. 2009;
Crain et al. 2010) and the APEC cooling rates are therefore
consistent with those used for running the simulations.

3 http://www.atomdb.org

Figure 1. Images of the gas density, Compton y parameter
(SZ signal; see Eqn. 1), and soft X-ray surface brightness (in
erg s!1 cm!2 arcsec!2) at z = 0.125 (DA ! 500 Mpc) out
to R500c for 4 representative haloes. The value of R500c is in-
dicated in the first column. From top to bottom the halo mass
increases by about an order of magnitude in each row, from 109.8

to 1012.9 M". The second row shows that stellar feedback can
result in strong X-ray emission.

3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the gas density scaled by the average density
of the Universe, #"bar$, the SZ e#ect as measured by the
(dimensionless) y (Equation 1), and the soft X-ray surface
brightness, $0.5!2 keV

X (in erg s!1 cm!2 arcsec!2) for 4 haloes
of di#erent masses (m10, m11, m12i, MFz0 A2) at z = 0.125
(DA % 500 Mpc). The halo mass increases by about an order
of magnitude in each row, from top (Mhalo = 109.8 M")
to bottom (Mhalo = 1012.9 M"). The size of each image is
2R500c by 2R500c and therefore increases from top (84 kpc)
to bottom (924 kpc) as well. The disturbed morphology and
sharp edge to the X-ray flux visible in the second row hints
at the fact that stellar feedback plays an important role and
that outflows can power X-ray emission in low-mass objects.

Feedback changes the properties of both galaxies and
their haloes by expelling gas from the interstellar medium
(ISM). This in turn enriches and heats the circumgalactic
medium or halo gas. These galactic winds can be strong
enough to remove gas from the haloes of galaxies, especially
for low-mass haloes (e.g. Muratov et al. 2015). In Figure 2
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then
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the element and X"
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element. The soft X-ray emission from gas below 106 K is
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tables, which assume pure collisional ionization equilibrium,
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dicated in the first column. From top to bottom the halo mass
increases by about an order of magnitude in each row, from 109.8
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3 RESULTS

Figure 1 shows the gas density scaled by the average density
of the Universe, #"bar$, the SZ e#ect as measured by the
(dimensionless) y (Equation 1), and the soft X-ray surface
brightness, $0.5!2 keV

X (in erg s!1 cm!2 arcsec!2) for 4 haloes
of di#erent masses (m10, m11, m12i, MFz0 A2) at z = 0.125
(DA % 500 Mpc). The halo mass increases by about an order
of magnitude in each row, from top (Mhalo = 109.8 M")
to bottom (Mhalo = 1012.9 M"). The size of each image is
2R500c by 2R500c and therefore increases from top (84 kpc)
to bottom (924 kpc) as well. The disturbed morphology and
sharp edge to the X-ray flux visible in the second row hints
at the fact that stellar feedback plays an important role and
that outflows can power X-ray emission in low-mass objects.

Feedback changes the properties of both galaxies and
their haloes by expelling gas from the interstellar medium
(ISM). This in turn enriches and heats the circumgalactic
medium or halo gas. These galactic winds can be strong
enough to remove gas from the haloes of galaxies, especially
for low-mass haloes (e.g. Muratov et al. 2015). In Figure 2
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8 F. van de Voort et al.

Figure 6. The soft X-ray luminosity (0.5 ! 2 keV) as a func-
tion of SFR (averaged over 100 Myr) for each individual galaxy
halo from z = 0 ! 0.5 (at 100 approximately equally spaced
times). Crosses with the same colour belong to the same galaxy
at di!erent times. Colours correspond to di!erent halo masses
and match the colours used in previous figures. The dotted line
shows the linear LX!SFR relation for di!use gas found in ob-
servations by Li & Wang (2013), which we extrapolated below
SFR= 0.01 M! yr"1. For halo masses ! 1012 M!, LX correlates
strongly with SFR, whereas for M500c " 1013 M! LX is inde-
pendent of SFR (see Figure 7). This shows the di!erent origin of
the di!use X-ray emission: for lower-mass haloes it is powered by
galactic winds, whereas for higher-mass haloes it originates from
gas heated by an accretion shock at the virial radius.

A similar correlation between SFR and luminosity has also
been found for ultra-violet metal-line emission at high red-
shift (Sravan et al. 2015).

The dotted line in Figure 6 shows the observed linear
correlation between the total di!use X-ray luminosity and
SFR for a (heterogeneous) sample of star-forming galaxies
with SFR > 0.01 M! yr"1 (Li & Wang 2013)5. The relation
is extrapolated below a SFR of 0.01 M! yr"1. In general
there is a reasonably good match between our simulations
and observations. However, at fixed SFR, the average LX

in our simulations is somewhat lower than that observed,
especially at low SFR. This could be explained if the obser-
vations still include a contribution from X-ray binaries or
are biased towards high LX , because of the way the sample
is selected. Alternatively, our simulations may be underpre-
dicting LX from galactic winds (see Section 4).

The LX!SFR correlation for our ensemble of simu-
lated galaxies is somewhat steeper than linear. However,
if we restrict ourselves to LX > 1036 erg s"1 and SFR>
0.01 M! yr"1, imitating possible observational detection
limits, the slope of the correlation is " 0.8, close to linear.

Figure 6 shows that the X-ray luminosity of the three
objects with M500c # 1012 M! is never below 1036erg s"1

even at low SFRs of less than 0.1 M! yr"1. This is likely
because the gas that went through an accretion shock at

5 This is similar to the linear SFR-X-ray correlation in
Mineo et al. (2014), though a factor of " 3 lower in normaliza-
tion, because Li & Wang (2013) explicitly remove point sources
(X-ray binaries) while Mineo et al. (2014) do not.

Figure 7. The power, !, of the correlation between LX and
SFR (LX # SFR!) for each individual halo as a function of halo
mass. The dotted line at ! = 0 corresponds to no correlation.
m10v and m12i have been omitted from this figure, because !
could not reliably be determined. The X-ray emission around
dwarf galaxies is a strong function of their SFR, while haloes
with M500c $ 1011"12 M! exhibit a correlation close to linear.
There is, however, no correlation between LX and SFR for the
most massive objects, because hot, virialized halo gas produces
more X-rays than star formation powered winds.

the virial radius sets a lower limit for LX . For these haloes
(M500c # 1012 M!) it is possible that in high-SFR systems
the X-rays are powered (directly or indirectly) by galac-
tic winds, whereas in low-SFR systems the X-rays originate
from the di!use, quasi-hydrostatic halo gas. Our simulated
sample does not contain any strongly starbursting massive
galaxies at low redshift. If the scaling with SFR seen in
lower-mass star-forming galaxies persists, we would expect
galaxies with Mstar = 1011 M! or Mhalo = 1013 M! to
become dominated by X-rays powered by galactic outflows
if their SFR" 100 M! yr"1 (e.g. (ultra)luminous infrared
galaxies).

Another clear distinction between the X-ray emission
of our most massive haloes and those around star-forming
galaxies lies in the radial profile. For the former the emission
from the centre R < 0.1R200c is comparable to the emission
in the rest of the halo 0.1R200c < R < R500c, whereas for
the latter the central emission dominates by more than an
order of magnitude.

A correlation between LX and SFR for an ensemble of
star-forming galaxies is expected because both properties in-
crease with galaxy (and halo) mass. Wang et al. (2015) show
that, indeed, most of the LX!SFR correlation is due to the
di!erences in stellar mass and when they scale this out, the
correlation becomes very sub-linear. Theoretically, one also
expects a correlation between LX and SFR for objects of the
same mass if supernovae drive hot winds out of star-forming
galaxies. To scale out this dependence on stellar mass, Fig-
ure 7 shows the slope, !, of the correlation between LX and
SFR (LX $ SFR!) from z = 0!0.5 as a function of median
halo mass for each individual halo. We have excluded simu-
lations m10v and m12i for which the correlation could not
reliably be determined, because m10v has too few nonzero
LX data points and m12i has too little variation in SFR.
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SZ e!ect and soft X-rays from galaxy haloes 7

Figure 5. The median soft X-ray luminosity (0.5 ! 2 keV) within 2D radius R500c from z = 0.5 ! 0 (coloured crosses) as a function
of halo mass (left panel) and stellar mass (right panel) for each halo. The associated error bars show the 16th and 84th percentiles (1!
scatter) over the same redshift interval. Stacked observations from Anderson et al. (2015) are shown by grey error bars, with the thick
error bars showing the error on the measurement and the thin error bars showing the upper limit of the intrinsic scatter.

sible for the di!erences in !Y at small radii between di!erent
haloes. The black (grey) crosses and error bars show the val-
ues derived from Planck Collaboration (2013) observations
for 1012.9 M! (1012.7 M!) at R500c and 5R500c (multiplied
by 1.796). The two simulated lower-mass haloes should be
compared to the grey data points (when not scaled). At both
R500c and 5R500c our haloes fall a factor of a few below the
observed mean !Y . It is also important to stress that a re-
analysis of the same Planck data by Greco et al. (2015) finds
larger error bars at Mstar ! 1011.3 M! and only upper limits
at Mstar ! 1011.1 M! (M500c ! 1013 M!), so our simula-
tions are fully consistent with their measurements. Stacking
haloes in a mass bin and taking the average flux will nec-
essarily bias the measurement towards high values, so it is
possible that in a large statistical sample, the mean !Y in
our simulations would reproduce the Planck Collaboration
(2013) measurements.

3.2 Soft X-ray luminosity

Because di!use X-ray emission around galaxies is generally
measured at low redshift, we only show results from simula-
tions that were run down to z = 0 in this section.

The relation between soft X-ray luminosity and halo
mass is shown in Figure 5. The coloured crosses show the
median soft X-ray luminosity between z = 0 and z = 0.5
for each of our simulations as a function of median halo
mass (left panel) and median stellar mass (right panel).
Our simulations show a very steep scaling of LX " M2.7

500c

(for 1011 < M500c < 1013 M!) and LX " M2.7
star (for

109 < Mstar < 1011.5 M!). This is much steeper than a
self-similar relation with slope 4/3, which assumes that the
X-ray luminosity is dominated by thermal bremsstrahlung
(Sarazin 1986) and also steeper than the slope found in ob-
servations, 1.84 (Anderson et al. 2015). This observational
work, however, probes larger halo masses than we do here.

The error bars on the simulation data points in Figure 5
indicate the 16th and 84th percentile (or scatter) over the
same redshift interval and therefore show the variation of the

X-ray luminosity over time. This time variation is very small
for galaxy groups, but increases dramatically and steadily
towards lower masses. This is because at lower halo masses,
hot galactic outflows driven by massive stars contribute to
the total X-ray luminosity, increasing the stochasticity. This
is further explored below, in Figures 6 and 8.

The grey data points in Figure 5 are measurements from
Anderson et al. (2015) who stacked locally brightest galax-
ies and included all soft X-ray emission within R500c. The
thick error bars show the error on the mean derived from
bootstrapping, whereas the thin error bars show an upper
limit on the amount of intrinsic scatter4 between di!erent
haloes. The X-ray luminosity in our simulations is measured
in 2D for consistency with observations, but we checked that
this is very similar to 3D since the emission scales as !2 and
is thus highly centrally concentrated. Our simulations are
consistent with the stacked observations in the mass range
where they overlap.

The scatter in LX for low-mass haloes in our simula-
tions is large, but many galaxies with Mstar " 109 M!

have LX > 1037 erg s"1 at least part of the time, which
means they would be detectable with current instruments
(e.g. Li & Wang 2013). In an unbiased survey, our simula-
tions predict a large number of sources with lower LX , which
may be currently undetectable.

Both the SFR (averaged over 100 Myr) and the soft X-
ray luminosity (0.5#2 keV) vary strongly with time. Figure 6
shows LX as a function of SFR for each of our simulations
for 100 snapshots between z = 0.5 and 0. Crosses with the
same colour belong to the same galaxy at di!erent times.
Colours correspond to di!erent halo masses and match the
colours used in previous figures. There is significant scatter
at fixed SFR for low halo masses. This is at least in part
due to the fact that there will be some time delay between
the formation of new stars and supernova-driven outflows.

4 This is an upper limit, because it contains the intrinsic scat-
ter plus unknown contributions from X-ray binaries and low-
luminosity AGN.
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Extreme starbursts (DSFGs/SMGs)

present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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present gas surface density projections of six arbitrarily chosen snap-
shots during the evolution of the submillimetre-luminous phase
(z 5 2–3). The panels are 250 kpc on a side; for reference, the full-
width at half-maximum (FWHM) of the Submillimetre Common-user
Bolometer Array (SCUBA) on the James Clerk Maxwell Telescope, the
first instrument to detect SMGs, is ,125 kpc at z < 2. Multiple clumps
of gas falling into the central galaxy are nearly always present. The
observed flux density from the region is typically dominated by the
central galaxy, with (on average) ,30% arising from emission from
subhaloes (Extended Data Fig. 2). The submillimetre flux density of the
central galaxy rises dramatically between z < 2–3, reaching a peak
value of ,20 mJy. Owing to contributions from subhaloes surround-
ing the central galaxy, the flux from the overall 200 kpc region can
exceed this, peaking at ,30 mJy. Similarly extreme systems have
recently been detected with the Herschel Space Observatory and the
South Pole Telescope4,18,19.

While the central galaxy is being bombarded by subhaloes over a
range of mass ratios during the submillimetre-luminous phase, major
galaxy mergers akin to local prototypical analogues such as Arp 220 or
NGC 6240 do not drive the onset of the long-lived submillimetre-
luminous phase in the central galaxy. In Fig. 1, we highlight when
the galaxy undergoes a major merger with mass ratio $1:3. While
major mergers are common at early times (and indeed drive some
short-lived bursts in star formation), the bulk of the submillimetre-
luminous phase at later times (z < 2–3) occurs nearly a gigayear after
the last major merger. The ratio of the SFR to its integral over cosmic
time (the specific SFR) of the overall emitting region is generally on the
main sequence of galaxy formation at z < 2 (defined as the main locus
of points on the SFR–stellar mass (M*) relation), although the central
galaxy can have values comparable both to main-sequence galaxies

between z < 2–3 and to outliers. One consequence of a model in which
SMGs typically lie on the main sequence of star formation is that
the gas surface densities show a broad range, ,(102–104)M[ pc22

(Extended Data Fig. 3), as well as diverse gas spatial extents (Fig. 3).
This is manifested observationally in the broad swath occupied
by SMGs in the Kennicutt–Schmidt star formation relation1. The
spatial extent and surface density of the gas are to be contrasted,
however, with local merger-driven ultraluminous infrared galaxies,
which exhibit typical FWHM radii of ,1002500 pc (ref. 20).
Idealized galaxy merger simulations with initial conditions designed
to form SMGs further underscore this contrast, as they also result in
compact morphologies during final coalescence, and can be inefficient
producers of submillimetre radiation owing to increased dust
temperatures8.

The central submillimetre galaxy is amongst the most massive and
highly star-forming of galaxies at this epoch. The stellar masses are
diverse, in the range ,(1–5) 3 1011M[, comparable to recent mea-
surements of this population21, and consistent with constraints from
abundance matching techniques22. The molecular gas fractions of the
central galaxy (fgas ; MH2/(MH2 1 M*)) decline with stellar mass, and
range from ,40% at lower stellar masses to =10% at the highest
masses. This is in agreement with observations23, although is depend-
ent on the conversion from carbon monoxide (12CO) luminosity to H2

gas mass. We note that these predictions are quantitatively different
from those produced by previous cosmological efforts in this field, with
some predicted gas fractions exceeding fgas 5 0.75 (refs 7, 9) and med-
ian stellar masses as low as ,1010M[ (ref. 7). We present plots of the
gas fractions and calculated spectral energy distributions (SEDs) of our
model SMG in the context of observations in Extended Data Figs 4
and 5. The modelled gas distributions within the central galaxy, which
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Figure 1 | Evolution of physical and observable properties of the
submillimetre emission region and the central galaxy. In each panel, the
properties of the 200 kpc submillimetre emission region are shown with thick
solid lines, while those of the central galaxy are given by thin dashed lines.
a, Stellar and dust mass; b, SFR; c, predicted observed 850mm flux density;
d, specific SFR, sSFR (M*/SFR). The SFR is averaged on 50 Myr timescales, and

includes a correction factor of 0.7 for mass loss. Locations of major galaxy
mergers (.1:3) are noted by green vertical ticks on the top axis of b. The light
purple shaded region in c shows when the galaxy would be detectable as an
SMG with SCUBA (S850 . 5 mJy). The pink and purple shaded regions in
d show the rough ranges for the z 5 2 main-sequence (MS) and starburst
regime; the grey region in d denotes below the main sequence.
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star formation rate sub-mm flux

5 mJy =  5 10-29 W m-2 Hz-1

Narayanan, Turk, RF, et al. 2015 Nature

• extreme star formation rate, high sub-mm emission
• would  be classified as “sub-mm galaxy”
• spectrum agrees well with observations of real sub-mm galaxies
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• sub-mm phase not initiated by major merger (last finished ~1 Gyr earlier)

• galaxy is often surrounded by smaller (but still luminous) companions
• many earlier sub-mm observations confused multiple sources into one

• star formation is powered by large gas reservoir:
• inflow of gas from cosmic web
• re-accretion of gas expelled via outflows

• star formation remains high for long time (~1 Gyr)

range from ,1 kpc to 8 kpc, compare well with recent dust maps
observed using the Atacama Large Millimetre Array24.

The stellar masses, gas fractions and lifetimes are in agreement
with some previous lower-resolution cosmological efforts10, although
the predicted SFR and luminosity from this model are substantially
larger. The SFR of the group of galaxies in the region peaks at
,1,500M[ yr21. Importantly, up to half of the total infrared luminosity

can come from older stars with ages tage . 0.1 Gyr. Using standard
conversions25, the estimated SFR from the integrated infrared SED
(3–1,100mm) can exceed ,3,000M[ yr21 (Extended Data Fig. 6), and
hence infrared-based SFR derivations of dusty galaxies at high z may
over-estimate the true SFR by a factor of ,2. Indeed, the contribution
of satellite galaxies to the global SFR, along with the contribution of old
stars to the infrared luminosity may relieve some tensions between the
inferred SFRs from submillimetre galaxies and massive galaxies mod-
elled in cosmological hydrodynamic simulations10.

The end-product of the central submillimetre galaxy at z < 2 is a
galaxy with a stellar mass of ,(4–5) 3 1011M[ that is distributed over a
compact region of ,1–5 kpc, and gas that is distributed similarly
(Fig. 3). This is similar in extent and mass to the observed z < 2 com-
pact quiescent galaxy population, which has a mean half-light radius of
Re < 1.5 kpc, a stellar mass of M* . 1011M[ and ages tage < 0.5–1 Gyr
(ref. 26), suggesting a plausible connection between the galaxy popula-
tions. Indeed, a calculation of the stellar velocity dispersion along three
orthogonal sightlines of the central galaxy during the submillimetre-
luminous phase results in s* < 600–700 km s21, comparable to mea-
surements of high-z compact quiescents. A large sample of simulated
SMGs would allow for a robust analysis of the expected abundances of
SMGs and compact quiescents at z < 2.

Our picture for the formation of SMGs suggests that they are not
transient events, but rather natural long-lived phases in the evolution of
massive haloes. The ,0.75 Gyr duty cycle combined with the comoving
abundance27 of dark matter haloes of this mass result in an expected
abundance of our model SMGs of ,1.5 3 1025h3 Mpc23, comparable
to the ,1025h3 Mpc23 observed for SMGs28. While modelling the full
number counts involves convolving the typical duty cycle as a function
of halo mass with halo mass functions over a range of redshifts, the
approximate abundances implied by this model are encouraging.

This model suggests that galaxies that form in haloes of mass
MDM < 1014M[ at z 5 0 will represent typical SMGs near the peak
of their redshift distribution. Lower mass galaxy models do not achieve
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Figure 2 | Surface density projection maps of the 250 kpc region around
the central submillimetre galaxy for redshifts z < 2–3. The submillimetre
emission region probed in surveys typically encompasses a central galaxy in a
massive halo that is undergoing a protracted bombardment phase by numerous

subhaloes. Some of the brightest SMGs arise from numerous galaxies within the
beam in a rich environment (bottom right panel). The colour coding denotes
the gas column density (NH), with the colour bar on the right.
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Figure 3 | Gas and stellar radius distribution for the central submillimetre
galaxy. The orange histogram denotes the half-mass radius of the stars,
while the blue shows the gas. The galaxy gas is more distributed in the central
galaxy than the (subkiloparsec) extent expected from major mergers, although
still sufficiently compact that it will remain unresolved even with approximately
arcsecond resolution. The ordinate is weighted by the time the galaxy spends
in the bin, and the overall normalization of the distribution is arbitrary.
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Fig. 2. A schematic diagramof the evolution of a galaxy undergoing amajormerger of gas-rich disks during its lifetime. Image credits: (a) NOAO/AURA/NSF;
(b) REU program/NOAO/AURA/NSF; (c) NASA/STScI/ACS Science Team; (d) Optical (left): NASA/STScI/R. P. van der Marel & J. Gerssen; X-ray (right):
NASA/CXC/MPE/S. Komossa et al.; (e) Left: J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; Right: Gemini Observatory/NSF/University of Hawaii Institute for Astronomy; (f)
J. Bahcall/M. Disney/NASA; (g) F. Schweizer (CIW/DTM); (h) NOAO/AURA/NSF.
Source: This figure is reproduced from Hopkins et al. (2008) with permission from the authors and AAS.

the LIRG or ULIRG phenomenon at a fixed stage in a larger evolutionary sequence whereby two gas-rich disk galaxies collide
and ignite an intense phase of star formation by the rapid compression and cooling of gas. This collision and subsequent
star formation triggers the prolific formation of dust particles which, in turn, absorb rest-frame optical and ultraviolet
emission from young, blue stars and re-radiates that light at infrared/submillimeter wavelengths during the (U)LIRG phase.
At the moment when the two galaxy cores and supermassive black holes (SMBHs) merge during final coalescence, an active
galactic nucleus (AGN) is formed and is fed by an accretion disk of material, further fueled by the infall from the outer
realms of the galaxy merger (Hopkins et al., 2012b,a). The (U)LIRG phase is proposed to be short-lived due to limited gas
supply and high star formation rates, and the possible feedback winds generated from the AGN. The resulting galaxy might
shine brightly after the ULIRG phase as an obscured or unobscured AGN (or quasar), but eventually, the system lacks gas
to form new stars. The galaxy could then be categorized as an ‘elliptical galaxy’ as it approaches a virialized state from the
merger and is characterized by an old stellar population. Significant theoretical progress towards this picture has beenmade
by Hopkins et al. (2005a,b, 2006), Kim et al. (2009), Younger et al. (2009a), Teyssier et al. (2010), Hayward et al. (2013c) and
others.

While this merger-driven picture of local infrared galaxies seems quite elegant and meaningful, particularly to the
formation of the most massive elliptical galaxies in the Universe, local infrared galaxies are very rare relative to ‘normal’
Milky Way type galaxies and are not thought to contribute substantially to the z = 0 cosmic star formation rate density. If
high-z (U)LIRGs are more common than local (U)LIRGs, does this imply that major mergers dominate cosmic star formation
at early times? Or could they be dominated by a different physical evolutionary sequence not yet known? As the wealth
of information on high-z infrared galaxies mounts, we are inching closer to answers, but it is critical to recognize that our
current high-z studies would be lost without the large body of fundamental work done on local (U)LIRG samples in the
decades leading up to the submillimeter galaxy (SMG) era.
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• average mass growth over past few Gyr
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Origin of Quiescent Galaxies
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RF et al. 2016 MNRAS, 
see also RF & Mayer 2015
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dark matter halo growth
• galaxy & halo growth are strongly correlated
• grow on similar timescales
• quiescent galaxies have low (specific) growth rates

‘Cosmological 
starvation’
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• progenitors of quiescent centrals tend to reside in less dense regions 
than progenitors of star forming centrals

RF, et al. in prep

z=2
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match number densities

correctly predicts 
galaxy clustering!

galaxies (observation)

cosmological volume

dark matter halos (sim)

same cosmological volume

establishes link between halo mass and galaxy mass

does not distinguish between level of SF of galaxy => Age matching
• Halo formation time = second parameter
• quiescent galaxy = halo forms early, star forming galaxy = halo forms late

Assumption: 

Abundance matching
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see also: Zentner et al. 2014, Hearin et al. 2015, Watson et al. 2015, Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 
2015, Becker et al. 2015, Lim et al. 2016, Ying et al. 2016, ...

The dark side of galaxy colour 1317

Figure 2. Implied relation between the g ! r colour and zstarve. Results for
the Mr < !19 threshold sample appear in grey; luminosity-binned samples
are coded according to the legend. The error bars are estimated by boot-
strapping. The relation varies between luminosity bins due to the luminosity
dependence on the colour PDF PSDSS(g ! r|L). All results demonstrate the
defining assumption of age distribution matching that galaxies with older
stellar populations are typically found in older haloes.

mock galaxies in our sample, while the result in bins of luminosity
appears in the coloured bands. The width of the bands corresponds
to bootstrap estimates of the error on the mean. This figure visu-
ally demonstrates the fundamental assumption of age distribution
matching: redder galaxies tend to live in older haloes. The lumi-
nosity dependence of the zstarve–colour relation simply reflects the
colour–luminosity trend seen in the data, PSDSS(g ! r|L).

The values of zstarve may seem strikingly large. Indeed, the red-
dest galaxies in our model typically have zstarve " 5–6. This high-
lights an important point: the property zstarve does not correspond
to the redshift where star formation in the galaxy is quenched.
Rather, zstarve signifies a special epoch in halo assembly that cor-
relates strongly with the epoch when star formation in the galaxy
becomes inefficient. In our colour assignment algorithm (described
in Section 4.1.2), rank-ordering on zstarve only serves to govern the
relative colours assigned to haloes; drawing the assigned colours
from PSDSS(g ! r|L) ensures that the absolute values of the assigned
colours are correct. Thus, in the (likely) event that there is a sub-
stantial time delay between zstarve and zquench, provided that this time
delay does not strongly vary with halo mass, rank-ordering on zstarve

should still suffice to assign the right colours to the right haloes. We
return to this point in Section 6.

5.2 Central and satellite colours

As discussed in Section 4.1.2, our model correctly reproduces the
colour distribution PSDSS(g ! r|L) by construction. However, this by
no means guarantees that our colour PDF will be correctly predicted
when conditioned on some other property besides luminosity. In the
top-centre and top-right panels of Fig. 1, we show the colour PDFs
of our entire sample, conditioned on whether the galaxy is a central
or satellite, respectively.

Our colour assignment only uses the property zstarve and
PSDSS(g ! r|L) to assign colours to the mock galaxies but does not
distinguish between centrals and satellites. Thus, the good agree-
ment seen between our model and the data in the top-centre and
top-right panels of Fig. 1 demonstrates a successful prediction of
age distribution matching. In our model, central and satellite galax-
ies have different colour distributions because host haloes and sub-
haloes have different mass assembly histories.

5.3 Luminosity- and colour-dependent clustering

We begin discussion of our clustering results by showing that our
abundance matching-based luminosity assignment (described in
Section 4.1.1) accurately predicts the observed luminosity-binned
2PCF as measured by Zehavi et al. (2011). To do this, we take our
volume-limited Mr19 catalogue and subdivide into three luminosity
bins: !19 # Mr # !20, !20 # Mr # !21 and !21 # Mr # !22.
For each of these luminosity bins, we compute the real-space 2PCF.
We then convert to projected space, wp(rp), via

wp(rp) = 2
! !max

0
"

"#
r2

p + !2

$
d!. (3)

For the upper limit in the integration, we use !max = 40 h!1 Mpc
to be consistent with the measurements made for our observational
samples.

The black solid curves in the left column of Fig. 3 show the
2PCF as predicted by our mock catalogue. There is excellent agree-
ment with the Zehavi et al. (2011) SDSS measurements (black data
points) at each luminosity bin and at all projected separations from
the linear to highly non-linear regimes.

From this success, we now turn to the right column of Fig. 3
showing the colour-dependent 2PCFs in distinct r-band luminosity
bins as predicted by our age distribution matching formalism. The
red filled and blue open circles in all panels represent the red and
blue galaxy populations from Zehavi et al. (2011), respectively. The
red and blue solid curves denote the model predictions. While there

Figure 3. Luminosity- and colour-dependent clustering as predicted by our
age distribution matching formalism. Left column: the luminosity-binned
projected 2PCF predicted by our model (black solid curves) against the
clustering exhibited by SDSS galaxies. Right column: in bins of luminosity,
we plot the projected 2PCF of red (blue) mock galaxies with red (blue) solid
curves. The red filled (blue open) points show the clustering of red (blue)
SDSS galaxies. We use the results presented in Zehavi et al. (2011) for all
SDSS measurements shown in this figure.
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Hearin & Watson 2013

• correctly predicts clustering of star forming (blue) and quiescent 
(red) galaxies in today’s Universe.

• has not yet been repeated for galaxies at earlier times

Success: 

establishes link between halo accretion rate and SFR the central galaxy

Age matching
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• Galaxies that reside at the centers of fast growing halos grow quickly

• typical star forming galaxies in the young Universe
• (at least some of the) most extreme starbursts

Relevant for:

The ISM of two interacting distant starbursts at high resolution 3

Fig. 2.— Upper : ALMA 870µm continuum map of SGP38326.
The three detected SMGs are indicated. The grey contours rep-
resent the integrated 12CO(5–4) emission. This line is clearly de-
tected in both SMG1 and SMG2, but there is no 12CO(5–4) de-
tection in SMG3. The beam sizes of the 12CO(5–4) (grey ellipse,
1.1!! ! 1.0!!) and dust continuum (white ellipse, 0.16!! ! 0.12!!) ob-
servations are shown, and clearly highlight the impressive increase
in spatial resolution. Bottom: Velocity map of SMG1 derived from
the 12CO(5–4) emission using moment masking (Dame 2011). It
can be seen that, despite the lack of spatial resolution, the 12CO(5–
4) observations already indicate that SMG1 presents a disk-like
rotation. In both panels, north is up and east is left.

28.6 ± 5.8mJy, S500µm = 46.2 ± 6.8mJy. SGP38326
was subsequently observed with SCUBA-2 at 870 µm
(S870µm = 32.5 ± 4.1mJy) and, by fitting a set of FIR
templates to its SPIRE and SCUBA-2 flux densities, we
determined a best-fit photometric redshift zphot ! 4.5.
The ALMA spectral scan in the 3mm window con-

firmed its redshift to be z = 4.425 ± 0.001 via de-
tection of the 12CO(4–3) and 12CO(5–4) emission lines
(Fig. 1). The total IR luminosity of SGP38326, ob-
tained from an SED fit to the Herschel and SCUBA-
2 flux densities, is LIR/L! ! 2.5 " 1013, implying
a staggering IR-derived SFR ! 4300M! yr"1, among
the strongest starbursts so far found in the early Uni-
verse (see Table 1). The CO emission lines are ex-
tremely wide, FWHM12CO(4"3) = 1081± 91 km s"1 and
FWHM12CO(5"4) = 1278± 84 km s"1, from gaussian fits.
This is compatible with SGP38326 being a system of

Fig. 3.— Morphology and spatial extent of the gas and dust
in our two distant interacting starbursts. In the top panel, the
background image is the integrated [CII] emission created by using
moment masking (Dame 2011), while grey contours represent dust
emission at rest-frame 160µm. Contours are plotted from 3! to
7! in steps of 2! and from 10! to 25! in steps of 5!, where ! =
0.11mJy beam"1. The two interacting galaxies are separated by a
physical distance of " 10 kpc. The beam size is also included. It
can be seen that the dust continuum is smooth at the resolution of
these data. However, the gas reservoir (as traced by [CII] emission)
has an irregular morphology and is extended over larger physical
scales. In this panel, north is up and east is left. The bottom
panels shows the radial profiles (normalized units) of dust and gas
along the [CII] major and minor axes of each starburst. It can be
seen that the profiles are significantly di!erent, with [CII] emission
being more extended than dust, especially in SMG1.

at least two starbursts in the process of interaction,
as already seen in extreme starbursts at lower redshifts
with similarly wide CO lines (Fu et al. 2013; Ivison et al.
2013). In fact, the 12CO(5–4) observations resolved
SGP38326 into two interacting components, SMG1 and
SMG2 (see Figure 2). The 12CO(5–4) emission in SMG1
presents an elongated extention towards the south. This
can be interpreted as a faint and relatively dust poor CO
emitter interacting with SMG1 and SMG2, a CO bridge
connecting the two interacting components (see also later
in the text), or an outflow. The depth and resolution of
the data are insu!cient to fully discriminate between
the possible scenarios. As discussed later, the [CII] ve-

Oteo et al. 2016

~1.4 Gyr

1’’

• Galaxies that reside at the centers of slowly growing halos grow slowly

• massive quiescent galaxies in the young Universe
• satellite galaxies

Relevant for:

(cosmological starvation)

Upshot
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Rshock

CGM

Rvir cool

hot

hot

• how much gas inflowing?
• Strength & origin of outflows?
• connection halo gas & galaxies
• observational signatures?

The circum-galactic medium (CGM) at z~2
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• high S/N in absorption measurement
• limited number of sightlines (bg quasars)
• get halo mass of absorber from clustering

Absorption with 
Quasar(bg) - galaxy/quasar (fg)

Cold gas in massive halos at z~2

• LBGs as foreground objects (e.g., Rudie et al. 2012)

• ~1012 M☉ halo mass (Adelberger et al. 2005)

• Quasars as foreground objects (Prochaska 2013)

• ~3×1012 M☉ halo mass (White et al. 2012)

HI absorption: Quasars as background light sources

• fraction of projected area within Rvir covered with NHI > 1017.3 cm-2 gas 
Covering fraction:
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1804 M. Fumagalli et al.

Figure 6. A gallery of projected H I column density (STAR model) in selected galaxies and redshifts. Four intervals of column density are marked with different
colours (DLAs in red, SLLSs in green, LLSs in blue and MFP gas in orange, similar to Fig. 4). Redshift is decreasing from top to bottom, and virial mass is
increasing at constant redshift from left to right. The dotted circles mark the virial radius. Cold streams are ‘patchy’, with neutral pockets of gas embedded in a
more widespread ionized medium. A difference is seen between z > 3 and z < 2, and a marginal mass dependence is hinted, but the latter could be an artefact
of numerical resolution.

at the highest redshifts and higher resolution is required to confirm
whether this trend is real.

A more quantitative analysis of the redshift dependence of the
covering factor is given in Fig. 7. Each bar represents the mean

values for DLAs (red), SLLSs (green), LLSs (blue) and MFP
gas (orange) at one redshift and within 2Rvir. The central col-
umn is for the galaxies and streams in the STAR model, the left-
hand column is for the streams alone in the STAR model and the

C! 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 418, 1796–1821
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C! 2011 RAS
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LLS

Fumagalli et al. 2011

• typically low HI covering fraction (~10-20%) at z~2

• majority produced by cold gas filaments (van de Voort et al. 2012, Shen et al. 2013) 

• high uncertainty regarding feedback

Theoretical predictions
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The Astrophysical Journal, 780:74 (16pp), 2014 January 1 Fumagalli et al.
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Figure 4. Comparison of the covering fraction of optically thick gas in simulated
and observed galaxies. Simulations at z ! 3 and z ! 2 are represented by empty
and filled red circles, respectively. The observed covering fraction around z ! 2
quasar host galaxies is shown with a blue upward triangle, while observations
for Lyman break galaxies at z ! 2.5 are summarized by a green square. The
horizontal error bars reflect the large uncertainty in the inferred halo mass for
these objects. Simulations appear to systematically underpredict the observed
covering fractions at the highest masses, while current samples are too small for
conclusive comparisons with LBGs.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

for LBGs (Rudie et al. 2012; N. Crighton et al., in preparation)
and in quasar host galaxies (Prochaska et al. 2013b).

Rudie et al. (2012) have measured the covering fraction of
optically thick gas in a sample of 10 LBGs within 100 kpc
from a bright background quasar. Typical halo masses for
LBGs are inferred by comparing the observed clustering of
galaxies with the clustering of dark matter halos in numerical
simulations. In the following, we assume the mass interval of
1011.8 < M/M" < 1012.2 at z ! 2 from Adelberger et al.
(2005b) (see also Conroy et al. 2008), where the uncertainty
in the halo mass reflects the errors on the measured correlation
function. However, different determinations may suffer from
larger systematic uncertainties (see, e.g., Bielby et al. 2013).
Assuming Rvir ! 90 kpc for galaxies at this mass, Rudie et al.
(2012) find fc = 0.30 ± 0.14 within the 68% confidence interval
inside the virial radius. A similar analysis by N. Crighton et al.
(in preparation) yields a comparable covering fraction, with
slightly larger error bars.

A subset of our simulated galaxies or the Eris simulation
by Shen et al. (2013) approach the observed value. However,
we emphasize that this comparison is subject to the uncertain-
ties of the sub-grid physics included in these simulations (see
Section 4.3). As a population, the covering fraction in simula-
tions (fc = 0.15 ± 0.06) is a factor of two lower than what
suggested by observations (see Rudie et al. 2012), but is never-
theless consistent given the large error bars. The mean covering
fraction in simulations is in fact in formal agreement with ob-
servations, lying within the 68% confidence interval. This com-
parison therefore highlights how current samples of LBGs at
z ! 2–3 in proximity to background quasars are too small to
conclusively establish whether there is inconsistency between
simulations and observations, limiting our ability to robustly
test current theories for gas accretion onto galaxies.

The situation is instead different at larger masses, as shown
in Figure 4. Using a sample of 74 quasar pairs, Prochaska
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Figure 5. Radial covering fractions for the five most massive halos simulated
at z ! 2 (red squares) and in observations of quasar host galaxies (blue
circles). Error bars in the covering fractions around quasars represent the 68%
confidence Wilson score interval. For simulations, we instead show the mean
covering fractions computed in 1000 trials, with the standard deviation shown
by the red shaded area. The bottom panel shows the number of sightlines in
each radial bin in simulations (red dashed histogram) and observations (shaded
histogram). Because of the finite box size of simulations, the outermost radial
bin is undersampled compared with observations. Within !200 kpc, simulations
show a significantly lower covering fraction than what is found in quasar host
galaxies.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

et al. (2013b) have measured the covering fractions of optically
thick gas in the surroundings of z ! 2 quasar host galaxies at
projected separations ranging from 30 to 300 kpc. Assuming a
typical halo mass of (2.85 ± 0.71) # 1012 M" for the quasar
host halos deduced from the clustering measurements of (White
et al. 2012), and a corresponding virial radius of !150 kpc, 27
optically thick systems are found along the 41 sightlines that
sample the halos within Rvir. The inferred covering fraction
is therefore fc = 0.67 ± 0.07 (68% confidence interval).
As evident from Figure 4, this covering fraction significantly
exceeds the values measured in these simulations.

4.2. The Radial Dependence of fc

The Prochaska et al. (2013b) quasar pair sample is sufficiently
large to enable measurements of the covering fraction as a
function of projected separation from the foreground quasar.
A comparison between observations and simulations for the
5 most massive halos above Mvir = 1.6 # 1012 M" in our
sample (MW12, SFG1, SFG7, SFG9, and VL11) is presented
in Figure 5. The mean virial mass in this subset is Mvir =
2.2 # 1012 M" (median Mvir = 1.7 # 1012 M"), comparable to
the typical halo mass of quasar host galaxies. In this figure,
the covering fractions and the corresponding 68% Wilson
confidence intervals deduced from the observations are shown
in bins of projected separation between the foreground quasar
and the background quasar sightline. We have assumed the
quasar resides at the center of its host dark matter halo. For
a consistent comparison, we generated 1000 realizations of the
same experiment conducted by Prochaska et al. (2013b) but
used our simulations. For each trial, we randomly sample the
five simulated halos along three orthogonal axes by using 74
sightlines at the exact same set of impact parameters as the
observed quasar pair sample.

8

Fumagalli et al. 2014, see also Steward et 
al. 2011, Faucher-Giguere et al. 2011, 2015, 
Shen et al. 2013, Rahmati et al. 2015

Observations

z~2-2.5

• Fair agreement for Mhalo ≲1012 M☉
• stark disagreement for more massive halos

z~3

Q/LBG
Q/Q
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What does that mean?

• high covering fraction in 3×1012 M☉ not just from “cold streams”
• cold gas mass ~1011 M☉ (Prochaska et al. 2013) => large reservoir of baryons

• produced by strong outflows powered by the host AGN
Smoking gun of “quasar” feedback?

Explanation?

• strong outflows powered by stellar feedback
• outflows/stripping from infalling satellites

Alternatives:

• AGN does not fully photo-ionize gas in their halos (at least ⊥ to l.o.s.)
• likely anisotropic emission from AGN (Hennawi & Prochaska 2007)
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Good agreement for both Mhalo ≲1012 M☉	 and for more massive halos!

4 Faucher-Giguère et al.

Figure 2. Blue circles: Lyman limit system covering fractions at
z = 2 (large) and z = 2.5 (small) within a projected virial radius

for the simulated halos analyzed in FG15 (HR resolution or better

only). Green stars: Covering fractions at z = 2 (large) and z =
2.5 (small) for the MassiveFIRE halos. The open black symbols

show averages over simulated LBG-mass halos and quasar-mass

halos with the error bars showing the standard deviations of the
simulated data points included in the averages. We compare the

simulated covering fractions to LLS measurements transverse to
LBGs at z ⇠ 2 � 2.5 by Rudie et al. (2012) (black square) and

transverse to luminous quasars in the same redshift interval by

Prochaska et al. (2013) (black triangle).

halos of mass 1011.5 6 Mh 6 1012.5 M� (fcov = 0.26± 0.11)
and the open black star averages over all MassiveFIRE halos
(Mh ⇡ 1012 � 1013 M�; fcov = 0.55± 0.13).

Overall, we find good agreement between the simu-
lated and observed covering fractions for both the LBG and
quasar samples, with the covering fractions increasing sys-
tematically with increasing halo mass and from z = 2 to
z = 2.5. We find much higher covering fractions than in
FG15 in our more statistically robust and higher-resolution
sample of quasar-mass halos. We explain this di↵erence in
the next section. Our predicted covering fractions in quasar-
mass halos are also higher by a factor ⇠ 3 than those pre-
dicted by the simulations of Fumagalli et al. (2014). Our
simulated halos include strong stellar feedback but no AGN
feedback, suggesting that the high covering fractions mea-
sured around quasars do not require a significant contri-
bution from AGN feedback (although such feedback could
certainly be important in real halos).

While the covering fractions appear to increase
smoothly from the LBG mass regime to the quasar mass
regime, the increase is rather steep: a factor > 2 increase in
covering fraction for factor of 5 increase in halo mass (com-
puted from the averages shown by the open black symbols
in Fig. 2). A few e↵ects likely contribute to this steep in-
crease. First, low-mass main halos have small HI covering
fractions within their virial radii, as can be seen from the
open blue symbols in Figure 2. When such low-mass ha-
los are the satellites of more massive main halos, they do
not contribute a large LLS cross section. Quasar-mass ha-
los, however, can have satellites that are as massive as LBGs
and which can each contribute a significant fraction of their
virial cross section as LLSs. In addition, quasar hosting ha-
los are massive enough that they may be able to sustain a
quasi-static hot atmosphere (Birnboim & Dekel 2003; Kereš

et al. 2005; Faucher-Giguère et al. 2011) whose pressure may
increase the density of cool gas and, more generally, change
how cosmological inflows and outflows propagate inside ha-
los.

In their analysis of the EAGLE simulations, Rahmati
et al. (2015) were also able to reconcile the LLS covering
fractions predicted by their simulations with those observed
around quasars by PHS13. However, the agreement found
by Rahmati et al. (2015) is due primarily to a di↵erent ef-
fect. In their simulations, the median LLS covering fraction
within Rvir increases by less than 30% from Mh = 1012 M�
to Mh = 1013 M� at z = 2. Instead, Rahmati et al. (2015)
find agreement by assuming that all quasars in the PHS13
sample are hosted by halos with mass Mh > 1012.5 M� and
following the mass distribution of the most massive halos in
the EAGLE box. They then compared PHS13’s observations
with simulated halos at fixed transverse proper projection,
rather than as a fraction of Rvir. Since LLS covering frac-
tions decrease with increasing fraction of Rvir, Rahmati et
al. (2015) e↵ectively obtained high covering fractions by as-
suming that many of PHS13’s sight lines probe a smaller
fraction of the virial radius of foreground quasars than as-
sumed by PHS13, who reported covering fractions assuming
a fixed virial radius appropriate for Mh ⇡ 1012.5 M�. This
highlights the fact that di↵erent state-of-the-art feedback
models still predict significantly di↵erent HI covering frac-
tions around massive high-redshift galaxies.

3.2 Numerical convergence

In Figure 3, we compare HI maps for HR, MR, and LR runs
for a representative Mh(z = 2) = 3.6 ⇥ 1012 M� halo. The
maps show that the LLS covering fractions increase system-
atically with increasing resolution. This is confirmed more
quantitatively by the bottom panels, which show the corre-
sponding covering fractions and star formation rates within
the halo for 100 time slices between z = 4 and z = 2. An
important factor determining the high resolution needed to
obtain converged HI covering fractions is that it requires not
only resolving the generation of galactic winds from central
galaxies, but also from lower mass satellites that are repre-
sented by a smaller number of resolution elements.

The systematic increase in predicted LLS covering frac-
tions with increased resolution is the most important fac-
tor driving the di↵erent conclusion that we reached previ-
ously (FG15) regarding quasar-mass halos. That analysis
was based primarily on the covering fractions of the m14
simulation. Even the LR version of MF2 has slightly smaller
gas particle mass and minimum gas softening length than
m14 (mb = 2.1⇥106 vs. mb = 4.4⇥106, and ✏b = 18 proper
pc vs. ✏b = 70 proper pc). The simulated LLS system cov-
ering fractions increase slightly even from the SR run to
the HR run in Figure 3, indicating that covering fractions
may not be fully converged even in our HR simulations for
quasar-mass halos. We stress, however, that the majority of
the LBG-mass halos analyzed in FG15 had resolution similar
to the HR runs analyzed here and that FG15 demonstrated
convergence of their HI covering fractions for those halos.

Finally, it is worth noting that Figure 1 shows that the
dense HI distribution in our massive halos is clumpy. In de-
tail, the phase structure of the CGM probably depends not
only on the subgrid models for stellar feedback and resolu-
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Neutral Hydrogen in Quasar-Mass Halos 3

Figure 1. HI column density (top), gas-phase metallicity (bottom) and stellar mass surface density (bottom) maps for three representative
MassiveFIRE halos at z = 2 (from left to right: Mh(z = 2) = (2.4, 8.8, 9.9)⇥ 1012 M�). The virial radius is indicated by dashed circle in
each panel and solid contours indicate Lyman limit systems. The vectors on metallicity maps indicate projected mass-weighted velocities.

being photo-evaporated along the line of sight but largely
una↵ected by the quasar radiation in the transverse direc-
tion. For our comparison with LLSs transverse to quasars,
we thus also neglect local ionization e↵ects.

3 THE CGM OF HIGH-REDSHIFT MASSIVE
HALOS

3.1 Lyman limit system properties

Figure 1 shows HI column density, gas-phase metallicity,
and stellar surface density maps for three representative
high-resolution halos from the MassiveFIRE sample. The
halos are substantially filled with high-column and metal-
enriched HI. The mean, median, and standard deviation of
log10 (Z/Z�), where Z is the HI-mass weighted metallicity,
for LLS sight lines within a projected Rvir (but excluding
the inner 20 proper kpc to minimize contamination from
the central galaxy) are �1.3, �1.1, and 0.7, respectively. The
projected gas kinematics are complex (velocities up to ⇠ 500
km s�1; see Fig. 1) and it is not generally possible to use LLS

metallicity to cleanly separate cosmological inflows or galac-
tic winds in an instantaneous sense (see also Hafen et al., in
prep.). Overall, the metallicity and kinematic properties of
dense HI in our simulated massive halos appear broadly con-
sistent with observational constraints from high-dispersion
spectra of the z ⇠ 2 quasar CGM (Lau et al. 2015). Interest-
ingly, the overall spatial distribution of LLSs correlates with
the spatial distribution of satellite galaxies, indicating that
satellites play an important role in shaping the HI distri-
bution in massive halos. As we showed for LGB-mass halos
in FG15, ejection of cool gas by both central and satellite
galaxies can interact with infalling large-scale structure fil-
aments to enhance LLS covering fractions substantially.

Figure 2 summarizes the LLS covering fractions evalu-
ated within a projected virial radius for the simulations pre-
viously analyzed in FG15 (blue circles) and for the new Mas-
siveFIRE halos (green stars). The simulated covering frac-
tions are compared to the average covering fractions mea-
sured by Rudie et al. (2012) around LBGs and by PHS13 in
halos hosting quasars over matching redshift ranges. To fa-
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MassiveFIRE halos at z = 2 (from left to right: Mh(z = 2) = (2.4, 8.8, 9.9)⇥ 1012 M�). The virial radius is indicated by dashed circle in
each panel and solid contours indicate Lyman limit systems. The vectors on metallicity maps indicate projected mass-weighted velocities.
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in FG15, ejection of cool gas by both central and satellite
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Origin of the cold gas?

• gas associated with infalling satellites (outflows, stripping, cold streams)
• outflows from / galactic fountain of central galaxy
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Summary
• Starbursting galaxies:

• traditionally associated with major mergers between galaxies 
• may in fact be driven by gas accretion from cosmological distances

• Quiescent galaxies: 
• Often assumed to be the result of energy injection from supermassive 

black holes 
• may in fact turn quiescent as a result of a slow down of their cosmic 

accretion of gas

Evolution of galaxies, their CGM, and their halos are tightly linked

• Cool (HI) CGM:

• observations: high HI covering fractions in massive halos
• gas inflow (cold streams) cannot explain high HI covering fractions
• stellar feedback essential (AGN feedback not required)


